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Introduction to the Scripture

It’s good to remember our laughter, our goofiness, and our playfulness as we get ready for the spiritual
quiet and listening of how I understand Lent these days. We get one last bright party before we dim
the lights—so to speak—for a while. Today is what is known the Christian calendar as Transfiguration
Sunday. Depending on how much church you’ve been a part of in your life you may have heard of it
before, but you could pretty easily be forgiven for bringing a whole lot of “huh?” to this party. This
Sunday, wedged in between the seasons of Epiphany and Lent acts as a pivot point in the church’s
story of Jesus. It transitions us from some of the early teaching ministry of Jesus into his story which
will lead him to Jerusalem, and to a cross, and to a tomb, and into what was beyond believing.
Immediately after this story, Jesus will begin teaching his disciples about death and resurrection. His
life and his ministry take a turn here. It’s not a turn that is easy for his disciples to understand, or to
accept.

Jesus takes three friends with him up the mountain, and, if you listen to a lot of bible stories, you’ll find
that wild things often happen up there, as they did in the times of Moses and Elijah before Jesus.
What they experience is miraculous, but I wonder if the miracle isn’t hiding somewhere we don’t
expect it.

Sermon

This story, with even its name being almost other-worldly, gets right to one of the tensions or maybe
I’ll say… dances of Christian faith: it blurs all the lines between the world as we know it and the world
as we hope God knows it. Transfiguration— whatever that means—lives in between the mountain and
the valley, between rest and action, between heaven and earth, between God and us.

To which, can I just say, it is kind of exhausting to think about. I am not a human being who loves
living in-between and unsettled… But this story, in all it’s blurriness, ends up with a clarity and
purpose that drives the rest of the gospel story.

Lately , I have been thinking a lot about that clarity of purpose. I’m not sure if you’ve noticed, but there
is a decent bit going on in our public and civic lives, and it is hard to find focus. There are so many
issues that are so important to so many. Mary wrote in her newsletter article this month that she has
never had so many people talking to her about politics. I would affirm that and also say, I have never
had so many people asking questions about how or what they should say about politics. In other
words, they are asking… “I see this world, with all it’s hurts, how am I called?” I’ve been looking
through the callings of others for clues.

http://bible.oremus.org/?passage=Matthew+17:1-9


I have been reading a new biography of Dorothy Day, the Roman Catholic journalist, writer, activist,
and transformed person, who co-founded the The Catholic Worker and a whole movement for social
justice with it starting in 1933. Her story, this time told by her granddaughter, Kate Hennessy, has been
running parallel to Jesus’s up the mountain and down again story for me this week. She lived in a time
of political and civic unrest. When people distrusted government and authority structures. When that
unrest and distrust exploded in creativity and protest and action.

You may now giggle, because history. But you can see why she’s such an interesting holy trouble-
maker to pull up along side right now.

Dorothy has been called a saint by a lot of people. Indeed, she’s somewhere in the process to become
a saint of the Catholic church, though interestingly, that is opposed by some of the people who follow
her example most closely… they don’t think she’d want much part of being a saint. She once
famously said, “Don’t call me a saint… I won’t be dismissed that easily.” Her early days as a writer for
socialist magazines on the Lower East Side were spent drinking the likes of playwright Eugene O’Neill
under the table and arguing with her anarchist and communist boyfriends. Even then before her
conversion, the hit against Dorothy was always, “Dorothy has too much religion to ever be a good
communist.”

Even when she was just getting started with The Catholic Worker, people started mystical rumors
about Dorothy Day… Someone, early in the days of the Catholic Worker, asked her:

“Is it true that you experience ecstasies and visions?”
“Visions of unpaid bills.”

For Dorothy Day, the voice started calling in a cottage on the beach on Staten Island just as she had
her only child, Tamar.
In a time when there is so much noise, I wonder if we all don’t want to retreat to a mountain-top for a
while, no matter what we find there. It’s easy to get drawn into the disciples thinking here: that the
vision and the mountain-top are the point, the remarkable thing.

Transfiguration enlightens what has been always true.

This at some level is the sermon I preach all the time. “Be Still and know that God is God.”

“…she could not have been anything other than who she was—a person who made no differentiation
between her inner self and her outer self.” 

What is revealed in mountain-top experiences is not some other version of yourself.

Take the time to know ourselves. To be quiet. To stop the stream of information and and ask of
ourselves, who am I, beloved and loving?

Transfiguration changes the path to come

Dorothy said, “A conversion is a lonely experience.”  She wrote that as her relationship with her
daughter’s father was disintegrating, in no small part because of the tensions between them over faith
and calling.
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In the days to come, so many of us will find what and where we’re called. That calling is unique, just
for us. It is, in its way, lonely. The living of that path, however, doesn’t have to be.

Transfiguration is grounded in our reality

This kind of vision, we often call it revelation… seeing God revealed. One thing that Moses and Elijah
could tell the disciples, since they’re both mountain top people, too? Revelation is ethically and
spiritually neutral as an experience. In and of itself, it doesn’t mean anything. Lots of people have
experiences of God. It’s what you do with the vision. All that shimmers is only so useful as to how
much it opens your ears and your hearts. God’s command in the midst of apparitions and visions and
shining light is: “Listen to him.”

We want a society where men and women will have work as well as bread…We need to make
more of a heaven here, and have a long range view of a new social order wherein justice
dwelleth… 

Just like Moses and that Golden Calf?, Jesus leads down a mountain to shatter idols of security and
wealth. The way of Jesus gets you to the earth to remember one of Dorothy’s favorite lines from John
of the Cross: “Where there is no love, put love—and you will find love.”

Today, we are taking our annual special offering that goes to support spiritual formation for ministry.
We used to call this “Seminary Sunday” after the institutions that those called to ministry attended in
their preparations. I went to a Divinity School, but much the same, it was a cloistered wonderful place
of learning high on Prospect Hill in New Haven. The trick, as in all heights, is in the getting down.
Velocity and planning is really all that differentiates a descent from a plummet. I’m not always sure
how I stuck the dismount myself.

The reality of our current spiritual moment, one like so many others when we need our prayers to be
low to the earth, connected to the bread and work and lives of people that are hurting and hoping for
deep truth, is that preparation to minister in Christ’s name happens down the far side of the mountain
much more. It happens in faith communities that are much more diverse than denominationally
connected churches with called clergy, it happens in classrooms where we have to make sure that the
theologies of women, of people of color, it happens in clergy callings to direct service organizations
and hospitals, and more. The lines are a lot blurrier.

We can long for the mountain top.

God interrupts Peter: My beloved child doesn’t belong in a display case. “Amazing Grace” Murray
Hopper: “A ship is safest in the harbor, but that’s not what ships were built for.” Jesus is radiant in the
love of God surrounded by worshipful disciples, but that’s not what he came for. We are the beloved
children of God… mountain tops are wonderful, but that’s not what we were called and loved for. So
we breathe deep, listen for God’s love, and point our feet downhill to the great work to come.
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